MSB Compressed Gas Cylinder Procedure

One set of steel toed overshoes and a wrench will be supplied in both MSB250 and MSB336.

Gloves, safety glasses, chalk, cylinder cap removal tool, cylinder storage area key are attached to each cylinder cart – one in MSB250 and one in MSB336.

- In the lab, mark the empty cylinder with “MT” using chalk.
- Return the empty cylinder to Science Stores if the tank has a “return to Science Stores” tag, otherwise return the tank to the MSB cylinder storage area.

MSB Cylinder Storage Area

- Unlock storage area
- Place empty cylinder in rack reserved for empty cylinders. Secure with strap.
- Remove a full cylinder and place it on the cart. Secure with strap.
- Fill out the log sheet with the DATE, NUMBER and TYPE OF GAS, YOUR INITIALS, YOUR SUPERVISOR’s NAME.
- Lock the cylinder storage area.
- Transport the full cylinder back to the laboratory.

Please return cylinder carts to their designated rooms and make sure all supplies provided with the cart are returned so that it’s ready for the next person.